A refined Algorithm for using Pattern with Variable Length by using the existing pattern matching.
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Abstract: It has been observe in past years that the academics have instigated string matching algorithms in several turfs to extract and find the undisclosed key RSA algorithm or any other encryption method for discovering the intruder or malicious pattern in imposition detection system, the DNA matching, carbon chain matching. This article has a signified aim to analyse, suggest and attain an algorithm which is classified for discrete pattern matching in different mode and moreover more efficiently and effectively. It has been designed for any pattern or type of string whether a character string, decimal value, wild character or any special symbol using your ASCII value.
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INTRODUCTION:
A pattern correspondence or a string matching problem is a defined classified operation of finding one or the entire existence of that pattern of characters ‘p’ of length ‘m’ in large text ‘t’ of having a length ‘n’ in a discrete format. The observation has been extensively premiedated[1]. The string-matching or the pattern matching are mostly used in information retrieval, bibliographic search, molecular biology, cryptography and interrogation responding application[2][4]. String matching is a very significant issue in the province of text processing and its algorithmic manifestation is measured as the rudimentary component used in implementation of practical software pattern under most operating system. So moreover, they have emphasized programming methods that serve as a paradigm in other dimensions of Computer Science[3]. As we all know the ASCII characters are the standard representation of 7 bit for each character. There are several larger character sets that use 8 bits, which gives them 128 additional characters. The extra characters are used to represent non-English characters, graphics symbols, and mathematical symbols.

THE DISCRETE PATTERN MATCHING AND THE STRING PATTERN MATCHING
Theoretically, if we define pattern and code they are different in there meaning. Patterns are a sequence distinctly organized manner[7]; the occurrence of pattern can be visualize anywhere. Code is carrier of information, it should convey a meaning. The pattern matching algorithms works on this basic scenario[1]. The pattern Algorithms search for a generalize string in a given doc/word file/browser. There are many types of algorithm available today like Naïve, KMP and many more.
String matching or would say searching algorithms usually follow a technique of finding place of one or several strings (patterns) [4][7] are found within a searched text(string). Both the pattern and the searched text are the amalgamation of the element of the alphabet i.e finite set. If we talk about the DNA matching and carbon chain matching it usually contains the fixed pair double helical structure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>String search algorithm</th>
<th>Time complexity for preprocessing</th>
<th>matching</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naïve</td>
<td>Θ(0) (none)</td>
<td>Θ(n ⋅ m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabin-Karp</td>
<td>Θ(m)</td>
<td>avg Θ(n + m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finite state automaton</td>
<td>Θ(m ⋅ Σ)</td>
<td>Θ(n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knuth-Morris-Pratt</td>
<td>Θ(m)</td>
<td>Θ(n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyer-Moore</td>
<td>Θ(m +</td>
<td>Σ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bit based (approximate)</td>
<td>Θ(m +</td>
<td>Σ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. shows the time complexity for many string searching algorithm in accordance to pre-processing and matching credibility.

NEW PERCEPTION
The Discrete method matching is commenced in this resesrchc. Pattern is fragmented in segment of one, or two, or three or so on character and ASCII value is calculated and then compared[1]. The ASCII value of each character of core text is compared with ASCII value of pattern character by character, at the end the temporary array contains the position of keys found in main string[1]. If the length of temporary array is exactly equal to the length of pattern then the pattern is found else pattern not found in the main string in discrete as well as in contiguous manner.

ASCII KM Discrete Matcher Algorithm: We have generated an effective Algorithm for the new perception created by changing the ASCII value of each character of the foremost text is compared with the ASCII value of the pattern of the main string[2]. The algorithm has been designed as below.

i←0
j←0
m←length[P]
while S!=NULL
    a←ASCII_VALUE( P[ j ] )
    b←ASCII_VALUE( S[ i ] )
    if a=b
        arr[ j ]←i
        j←j+1
        i←i+1
    if m=j
        print “Pattern Found”
else
print “Pattern Not Found”
ASCII_VALUE(char ch)
return(int(ch))

COMPARISION:
The International Journal “ASCII KS: Discrete matcher” has some disadvantage[1] :
- It takes the fixed length of the pattern to be searched.
- It searches with the set of two sub characters of the pattern.
- It may create the problem if, the length of pattern to be searched is in odd number character in it.
- The complexity of the algorithm is very high.

This paper has improved all these problems:
- This algorithm has variable length of the pattern to be searched.
- It searches with variable sets of character of pattern. It searches even if the one character is found in the data Set (String or text).
- It does not create problem, even if whatever the length of the pattern to be searched.
- The complexity of the algorithm is (O (n)).

CONCLUSIONS
A foremost algorithm for discrete pattern method is commenced. In the mentioned algorithm again ASCII value is used to make it possibly work the algorithm for any type of string. Pattern is broken in any number of character segments. This algorithm is the improvement of the ASCII KS Discrete Matcher Algorithm which uses the two character segments, but this improved algorithm works for any character segment. This algorithm has very less complexity (O(n)) in comparison with ASCII KS Algorithm.
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